JACKALS CAN AND DO MAKE MISTAKES!
JAKKALSE MAAK FOUTE
It is a known fact, not all jackals are clever, not all bright but many
are clever but sometimes even the older clever scoundrels make
mistakes, here is a perfect example.

Male Jackal of 8
years old; note
the width of his
shoulders and
his ears – they
are big!

When we walked up to this dog on the ground, Deon my partner
said “Dis n meneer die hoor!” This old boy made a huge mistake !!!

I firmly believe that to get optimum success we need to use sounds
that are not played all over the Karoo and heard by all the jackal, so
secret sounds work and the local top 20 hit parade hits bought at a
CO-OP don’t work anymore as jackal have heard them before and
know its you, that’s why you see eyes far away, and no more!
Another conclusion I believe in is COMBERNATIONS, by this I mean
you must create a story line like a movie for a jackal, ( jackal are
pack animals) and like vocal sounds UNLIKE CATS - so, we need to
create a story.
On this hunt I worked like this; My plan was to create a story as
follows, ( I USED TWO FOXPRO CALLERS) Food into the wind 80m
and jackal vocal bark 20m / 30m with the wind - I played a food
sound for 5 seconds and put it off from one minute, after this I again
did the same, then I played a jackal bark and waited 2 minutes then
a little food and immediately threw a jackal fight.

CONCLUSION;
This old boy was the main dude in that area for sure, and what he
heard was – he heard an animal in distress and then a jackal
barking close by, then food and then he heard a few jackal fighting
over that animal in distress and he got very pissed of knowing they
are in his area and stealing his food kind of logic, and he came right
on in, no doubt - the combos work well, just remember to have
patience, one male on this hunt took me 40 minutes to call in.
He got the wind all wrong as the various sounds confused him and
that fighting in his area really pissed him off and he forgot to go by
his nose, and this cost him his life.
He came in at a mean speed crossed two sand roads, and
approached the caller, 10m away he stopped and we killed him. The
manner in which he ran you could see he was coming in to kick
those other jackals’ asses out of his area. After a hunt you go over
things in your mind, and this thing of a combination with two
sounds at various places works, over two nights we killed 12 jackal,

NONE of them came in from the correct direction!

Here is a layout plan of the hunt in general terms;
Foxpro Caller Spitfire
(Vocal Jackal Bark)
X 30m
WATER
HOLE

20m

Wind

FURY Foxpro caller 80m
(Into the wind)
(FOOD & FIGHT)
X

RESPONSE TIME ON THIS HUNT WAS 15 MINUTES
This old alpha male of the area because of his aggressive, pissed
off attitude he came in here all wrong and the combination I created
made him confused -- he got it all wrong….
NOTE; I place the two calls on opposite sides of the road, this
gives me a large area that is covered. The food, together with the
jackal bark and then a fight made him mighty angry. I called in two
males this same way this night; however the one
took 40 minutes.

IF YOU WANT FOXPRO ELECTRONIC
JACKAL CALLERS
CONTACT ME AT
0824853885

